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where R em p, Rmargin, {ai};=l' and A are the empirical risk,
the generalization term related to the margin, the positive bal
ance coefficients, and the CDHMM parameter set, respectively.

complexity is low, considering only correctly-classified (posi
tive margin) utterances in the objective function will limit the
extent of the generalization [5],[6].

Although the objective functions are similar, the motivations
behind the SME and the SLME are different. The SME is
motivated from the generalization bound of the classifier in
statistical learning theory [7]. The SME minimizes the error
risk for the training data as well as maximizes a user-defined
soft margin; the VC dimension in the generalization bound is
reduced by increasing a margin of a classifier. The SLME is
based on the soft margin support vector machine (SVM).

The proposed MEMMI objective function follows the soft
margin concept by linearly combining two objective func
tions that are different from those of the SME and SLME.
The MEMMI estimates CDHMM parameters by means of
maximizing the weighted sum of the MMI objective function
and the large margin objective function. The MMI objective
function with l-best approximation [4] is adopted for the
empirical risk minimization and the large margin function is
proposed as the sum of small positive margins and all negative
margins. Here the margin of each utterance is defined as the
log likelihood difference between the correct and the most
competitive transcription. The MEMMI objective function can
easily be optimized by the gradient ascent algorithm. Experi
ments were performed to evaluate the MEMMI on connected
digit recognition using the TIDIGITS database.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 summarizes a soft margin based discriminative training
criteria including the SME and SLME. Section 3 describes the
proposed discriminative training objective function. Section 4
compares the MEMMI with the MCE, MMI, SME, and SLME.
Section 5 evaluates the performance of the MEMMI on the
TIDIGITS corpus. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

II. DISCRIMINATIVE TRAINING WITH SOFT MARGIN

Both the SME and SLME, each of which are motivated
from a statistical learning theory of a generalization bound and
the objective function for soft margin SVM, share a common
objective function form given by

Abstract- A discriminative training algorithm to estimate
continuous-density hidden Markov model (CDHMM) for auto
matic speech recognition is considered. The algorithm is based
on the criterion, called margin-enhanced maximum mutual
information (MEMMI), and it estimates the CDHMM parameters
by maximizing the weighted sum of the maximum mutual
information objective function and the large margin objective
function. The MEMMI is motivated by the criterion used in
such classifier as the soft margin support vector machine that
maximizes the weighted sum of the empirical risk function and
the margin-related generalization function. The algorithm is an
iterative procedure, and at each stage, it updates the parameters
by placing different weights on the utterances according to their
log likelihood margins: incorrectly-classified (negative margin)
utterances are emphasized more than correctly-classified utter
ances. The MEMMI leads to a simple objective function that can
be optimized easily by a gradient ascent algorithm maintaining a
probabilistic model. Experimental results show that the recogni
tion accuracy of the MEMMI is better than other discriminative
training criteria, such as the approximated maximum mutual
information (AMMI), the maximum classification error (MCE),
and the soft large margin estimation (SLME) on the TIDIGITS
database.

I. INTRODUCTION

In specific automatic speech recognition (ASR) tasks, dis
criminative training criteria have been shown to perform better
than the maximum likelihood (ML) criterion in the context
of the recognition rate. However, conventional discriminative
training criteria such as maximum mutual information (MMI)
[1], minimum classification error (MCE) [2], and minimum
phone error (MPE) [3] are concerned only in reducing the
training error rate and do not considered the likelihood margin
which influenced the generalization (reducing the test error
rate) of the CDHMM parameters. For better generalization,
recent discriminative training criteria have taken account of
the (log) likelihood margin between the correct and the
competitive transcriptions. Jiang et al. defines a criterion to
maximize the minimum (positive) margin among correctly
classified utterances [4].

The soft margin estimation (SME) [5] and the soft large
margin estimation (SLME) [6] considers mis-recognized utter
ances as well as correctly-classified utterances by minimizing
the weighted sum of the empirical risk and a generalization
term which is often associated with the likelihood margin.
Most ASR tasks are non-separable problems, in which mis
recognized utterances cannot be ignored and must be consid
ered. And when the vocabulary size is large or the model

L(A) == al . R em p + a2 . Rmargin (1)
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III. MARGIN ENHANCED MMI ESTIMATION

Fmemmi(A) == (3Fmmi(A) + (1 - (3) Fmargin(A). (10)

The MMI-based empirical risk term and the margin-related
generalization term are defined as

(9)A == argmaxFmemmi(A)
A

average absolute log likelihood margin of the negative margin
utterances. In terms of the margin-related generalization, the
inverse of a user-defined soft margin is used for the SME,
while the minus of the minimum positive margin is chosen
for the SLME.

where

The MEMMI objective function takes a similar form as
the soft-margin objective function form given by (1). The
MMI objective function with l-best approximation [1] is the
empirical risk term and the sum of small positive margins and
all negative margins is the margin-related generalization term
3. The MEMMI objective function is defined as"

R em p Rmargin

SME bL:~=1 fsme(XU,A) 1
p

SLME IS~ I L:xuES_ fslme(X
U, A) -minxuEs+ dslme(XU, A)

TABLE I
EMPIRICAL RISK TERM AND MARGIN TERM IN SMEAND SLME

£sme(XU, A) == (p-dsme(XU,A))+ (2)

where () + denotes the hinge loss and the SME separation
measure in utterance level is defined as

I:ul ~ ( logpA(Xjlw~orr) (3)

-lOgPA(XjIW~omp)) I(Xj E Fu)

Table I shows R emp, Rmargin for the SME and SLME 1 where
U and Xu are the number of training data and the uth training
utterance, respectively.

In the SME, p is a user-defined soft margin, and the
empirical loss, £sme, is defined as

where u

(4) Fmmi(A) = L [lOgpA(XUlw~orr) -lOgpA(XUlw~ax)] (11)
u=l

and the log likelihood margin d(XU, A) is same as that of the
SLME:

Fmargin(A) == L d(XU,A)
XUES

(12)

(15)

(13)

(14)

argmaxPA(XUlv),
v

S

W~ax

And the support utterance region of small positive margin S+
is defined as

where Xl, W~orr' W~omp, v, and Fu are the jth frame of and
Xu, the correct transcription corresponding to Xu, the most
competitive transcription corresponding to Xu, the possible
transcription, and the incorrectly labelled frame set of the uth
utterance in the most competitive transcription, respectively. where

In the SLME, using a common language model probabil-
ity for all transcriptions, the log likelihood margin of Xu,
dslme(XU, A), is defined as

dslme(XU, A) == logpA(XUlw~orr)-logPA(XUlw~omp)' (5)

where the small positive threshold ( is determined experimen
tally. The error set of negative margin utterances S _ is defined
as

In the context of the empirical risk, R emp, the SME takes
the average difference between a user-defined soft margin
and the log likelihood separation of utterances of which
log likelihood separation is smaller than a user-defined soft
margin. On the other hand, the SLME defines R emp as the

and the empirical loss, £slme, is defined as 2:

£slme == -dslme(XU, A).

(7)

(8)

However, the generalization term is different. The maximiza
tion is focused on one of two objective functions by controlling
o :S (3 :S 1. When (3 == 1, it becomes the MMI objective
function.

It is shown that under certain conditions, the MMI is directly
related to the MCE in that both are to minimize the empirical
misclassification measure [8]. We choose the MMI rather than
the MCE as the empirical risk criterion, since it leads to a
simpler objective function that can be optimized easily. Also,
the summation of the small positive and negative margins
is used as the generalization function to avoid a complex
minimax problem. Moreover, the MEMMI objective function
makes it possible to efficiently weight the train utterances
according to its margin. Details are in Section IV.

1The sign of the two terms in the original SLME objective function in [6]
is changed to convert a maximization problem intoa minimization problem.

2 We take the latter of two empirical losses in [6].

3The MEMMI is the maximization criterion, while (1) is an objective
function for the minimization criterion.

4We alsouse a common language model probability for all transcriptions.
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I-a

otherwise.

(25)

if d(XU,A) > (

if 0 < d(XU ,A) < (

if «x» ,A) > 0 (22)
otherwise.

if sex» ,A) > 0 (23)
otherwise.

I - a
1

o

bU(dsme(XU,A)) (26)

{
0 if dsme(XU, A) > P
I /U otherwise.

o S
d(X" ,A)

bU(d(XU, A)) (24)

{

0 if d(XU, A) > (
1 - {3 if 0 < d(XU

, A) < (
1 otherwise.

- - - - - • MCE
- ··- AMMI

-- MEMMI

) ....
fr;;- o 0 -- -
· 1- 13· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·, ·,, .._ _ _ -..1- ______ _ '" "0-o

- 00

o" (dsme(XU, A))

,e'Yd( XU ,A)

aU(d(X U, A)) = bU(d(X U,A)) = (1 + e'Yd(XU ,A) )2 (21)

2) AMMI

5) SME

a"(d(X" ,A)

4) SLME

3) MEMMI

transcription model is increased, and the other relative weight
b" determines how much the log likelihood of uth utterance
given the most competitive transcription model is relatively
decreased. The weight for each criterion is as follows

I) MCE

Fig. 1. The relative weigh t a U according to the margin d (X U
, A) for MCE,

AMMI, and MEMMI.

t aU(d(X U, A))810gPA~~u l w~orr)
u=l

U 8100'p (XUlwU )
_ LbU(d(XU,A)) b A 8A comp

u=l
(20)

8F(A)
8A

- max {-d(XU,A)} + E L d(XU,A)
~E~ XU E~

~ - ~ log [ L exp { - 'T]d(XU, A)}] (18)
'T] XUES+

+E L d(XU
, A)

XUES_

where a", the relative weight of a margin function, determines
how much the log likelihood of uth utterance given correct

u 1

Lmce(A) ~ ~ 1 + exp{-,(- d(XU, A))} (16)

where , is the parameter for sigmoid function. The MCE
estimates the parameter set by minimizing the above loss, and
it is equal to maximizing the following objective function,

u 1

Fmce(A) = - ~ 1 + exp{r(d(Xu, A))}' (17)

In approximated MMI (AMMI) criterion [1], the objective
function is defined as

u
Fammi(A) = L [IOgpA(XU l w~orr) - a 10gpA(XU l w~ax)]

u=l

where E is the balance coefficient and the maximization is
approximated by the summation of exponential functions with
a significantly large coefficient 'T] as in [4].
Converting the minimization objective of the SME to the
maximization leads the following objective function:

u
Fsme(A) = -~ - ~ L(p - dsmc(XU, A))+ (19)

P u=l

where e denotes the balance coefficient.
Thus, the gradient of Fmce, Fammi, Fslme, and Fmemmi

with respect to each parameter A can be expressed as the
following formula

where 0 < a < 1 is a discrimination rate parameter.
The SLME can be rewritten as

IV. COMPARISON WITH MCE, MMI, SME, AND SLME

In this seetion, a eomparison of the relative weight on the
gradient of log likelihood for the MEMMI with the MCE,
MMI, SME, and SLME is made.

A. The gradient of the objective func tion

If only the most eompetitive transcription is used in the
MCE misclassi fication measure [2], the empirical MCE loss
is approximated as
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Fig. 2. The evolution of the recognition rate (string accuracy) on the test
set for each discriminative training criterion; the AMMl, MCE, SLME, and
MEMMI.

Fig. 3. The number of utterances in S_ and S for the SLME and MEMMI
« = 50).

V. EXPERIM ENTS

Thus, the SLME only puts the weight of 1 on the minimum
positive margin utterance and puts no weight on other positive
margin utterances even though those margins arc small. The
SME weighting is similar to the AMMI weighting.

First, the baseline ML system was obtained using HTK 3.2.
After the ML estimation, only mean vector was updated by
the AMMI, MCE, SLME5, and MEMMI for several iterations.
The discrimination rate a in the AMMI was set to 0.6. In
the MCE, the parameter of the sigmoid function I was set
to 2.0, and the number of competitive strings was 1. The
balance coefficients E in the SLME and j3 in the MEMMI are
determined experimentally for the best results. The positive
thresholds (s in the SLME and the MEMMI are equally
set to 0.5. Recognition was performed using HTK 3.2. In
implementing the gradient ascent (descent in the MCE and
SLME) algorithm, the step size was properly selected so that
the recognition rate was increased at every iteration. The
recogn ition rate of the baseline ML system was 95.57%.

In Fig. 2, the performance comparison to other discrim
inative training criteria is shown. The MEMMI had a better
recogn ition rate than other discriminative training criteria such
as the AMMI, the MCE, and the SLME. Fig. 3 shows that
IS_I and lSI, which denote the number of utterances in S _
and S, respectively, were further reduced as the iteration
proceeded, when the CDHMM parameters were estimated by
the MEMMI criterion rather than the SLME. As shown in
Fig. 3, the MEMMI led more train utterances to have large
margins than the SLME. This attributed the performance of
the MEMMI to be better than the SLME in terms of the
recogn ition rate on the test data .

(27)
2:XUES+ exp{- "7d(X U,An
{

I if Xu = arg min d(XU,A)
o otherwise.

B. Relative weight on the gradient

Fig. 1 describes the relative weight aU according to the
margin d(XU,A) in the MCE, AMMI, and MEMMI. The
MEMMI puts weights on the small positive margin utterances,
while it puts no weight on the large positive margin utterances.
On the other hand, the AMMI puts same weights for all
positive margin utterances. Also, the MEMMI puts more
weights than the MCE on the mis-recognized utterances which
have negative margins. As the margin is smaller, more weight
is needed for increasing the margin . Therefore, the MEMMI
can increase the margins of training utterances more effectively
rather than other criteria.

In (25), when "7 is significantly large and Xu is in S+,

exp{- "7d(X U,A)}

Experiments were performed to evaluate the MEMMI using
the TIDIGITS database. In experiments, only the adult speak
ers of the corpus were used. The number of utterances for
training was 8623 (55 men, 57 women) and for testing was
8700 (56 men, 57 women). The feature vector was consisted
of 12 mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), log energy
and the corresponding delta and acceleration coefficients . The
frame size was 25ms, and its rate was 10ms. All digits were
modelled using whole-word HMMs with 10 states and with
diagonal covariance matrices . Each state used 6 Gaussians, and
only left-to-right state transition was allowed without state
skip.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the MEMMI estimation algorithm was de
scribed. The MEMMI estimates the parameter set by maxi
mizing the weighted sum of the MMI objective function and
the large margin objective function. In the proposed method,
the error on training data can be minimized by maximizing the
MMI objective function, and the generalization term can be
minimized by maximizing the large margin objective function.
The MEMMI has a simple objective function to optimize

5The gradient descent algorithm, insteadof the semi-definite programming,
is used to optimize theSLME.
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easily, and it puts more weights on the incorrectly-classified
and small margin utterances than the correctly-classified and
large margin utterances. The gradient ascent algorithm is used
to optimize the MEMMI objective function. In experiments,
the MEMMI outperformed the ML and other discriminative
training criteria, such as the AMMI, MCE, and SLME.
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